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ProSpect™

Your New Portable Vehicle Check-in and 
Inspection Solution

Supercharge your Manager™ SE shop 
management system with a mobile option that 
lets you take the system with you beyond the 
walls of your shop to complete the vehicle intake 
and inspection processes right at the vehicle.

Using your Apple or Android tablet or 
smartphone,  scan a VIN or snap a photo of the 
license plate and ProSpect decodes the VIN or 
plate and searches for a matching vehicle in the 
customer database. When one is found, you can 
quickly start an estimate and launch a multi-
point inspection. For new customers, just create 
a new vehicle record and you’re on your way.

Greet Your Customers and Get to Work
ProSpect offers fully wireless functionality and 
seamless integration with Manager SE, so you 
can proactively greet your customers and start 
addressing their vehicle concerns before they 
step inside to the front counter. 

	X Quickly ID vehicles using VIN decode or Plate-to-VIN lookup

	X Start Manager SE estimates right from your mobile device

	X Customize multi-point inspections (MPIs) – even tires 

	X Document vehicle inspection findings with photos & tech notes

	X Apply Manager SE canned jobs to address vehicle issues found

Benefits of ProSpect Include:

Increase Efficiency: Take ProSpect with you to the vehicle and get the service started faster.

Save Time: Use your tablet/phone camera to snap a photo of a license plate to quickly confirm vehicle-
specific data (make, model, trim, engine, etc.) and record it to Manager SE with the press of a button. 

Enhance Customer Confidence: Demonstrate your professionalism with multi-point inspections and make 
a positive first impression on your customers — you also get faster approval of additional work needed.

Consistent Inspections: With customizable multi-point inspection templates, tailor inspection details to 
consistently reflect your business guidelines every time they are applied.

Gain mobility: Greet customers, start estimates, perform inspections, add jobs, even view WIP/ 
appointments — all quickly from the vehicle.*

* Mobile device must be connected to same local area network (LAN) as Manager SE host.

For more information: 
Call us: 888-724-6742 | Visit us: mitchell1.com 
Or find your local Mitchell 1 sales representative: mitchellrep.com
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